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MORE THAN 150 RECIPES CRAFTED FOR YOUR BLOOD TYPE B DIETBased in his revolutionary
and highly effective Blood Type Diet ®, Dr.  In addition to over 150 dishes and beautiful color photos, this
book also includes:  In this book, you will find delicious recipes for Maple Sausage Scramble, Salmon
Loaded Radicchio Cups, and Turkey Ginger Stir-Fry.Packed with recipes specifically designed for your
Blood vessels Type B diet plan, the Personalized Cookbook features a selection of delicious and healthy
recipes for breakfast, lunch and dinner in addition to snacks, soups and other temping treats that produce
eating correct for your type easy and satisfying.Connor has written a couple of practical, personalized
cookbooks, so that you can eat right for your type every day!  Creative ideas for last minute meals• Adamo
with personal wellness chef Kristin O’  D’   Peter J.• Beneficial tips about stocking the Bloodstream Type
B pantry and freezer• It really is an important kitchen companion with masterfully-crafted recipes that make
cooking food with lean, grass-fed meats, cultured milk products, organic fruit and veggies a thrilling and
healthy adventure. A four-week meal planner• Dishes tagged for non-Secretors and suitable
substitutionsPreviously released as Personalized Living Using the Blood Type Diet plan (Type B) 
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Great Resource! Needs Editing. I guessed 4 c.. This is an absolute must have for anybody really trying to
follow the A Blood Type diet. Planning meals from this book is therefore much more peaceful than trying to
amend various other recipes to match the blood type diet plan. Finally as a sort A I see a need for a
cookbook which eliminates coconut, banana, nightshades, cabbage, cauliflower & most cheeses. Plus, the
recipes are delicious. The Veggie Lasagna is the best veggie lasagna I've ever had!. Major props to Chef
Kristin O'Conner for developing such healthy, delicious foods!HOWEVER, this book is poorly edited and
not appropriate for people just starting to cook.- A list in the intro of where featured ingredient explanations
are located and ideas for buying and storing rare ingredients. Starting the blood type diet can be confusing,
and it's really tiring to continuously reference the "good" list of foods when cooking or food planning..knew
their blood type. Another says "bake until.. Right now, after having gone chiefly paleo and reading the
evaluations for many manuals and cookbooks, I see that poor composition is common." but it hardly ever
says how lengthy or at what temp. I'm an accomplished cook, and capable of scouring the Internet for
recipes. This is poor editing, and should be improved for long term editions. I was initially puzzled when I
opened up the O reserve (the first I bought) and saw a lot of grain-centered and egg-based breakfast recipes
and multiple sandwiches and pastas for lunch time and dinner (these quality recipes head up the chapters).
Good selection of stuff i'll ACTUALLY make Obviously this is a cook book, so some recipes look great,
while others make me want to gag. There is absolutely no ingredient index, no feeling of how long recipes
will take to make, insufficient suggestions for pairing food, and too many omissions/typos.- index!- weekly
meal planners with shopping lists that minimize how many ingredients must be bought. Buying many
ingredients that I only need smaller amounts for make following the A blood type diet plan much more
costly and harder to check out. The meal plans follow this same design: initial week for Os provides 5
vegetarian meals and only 4 meals with red meat (the rest of the meals possess neutral meats or eggs) as the
1st week for As has 10 meals with poultry or fish and 7 vegetarian meals (so much for "largely
vegetarian")--the remainder of the meals have eggs. (ex: every week have 1 poultry, 1 seafood, and 3 veggie
dinners, with lunches that take into account leftovers from dinner)All in all I love this cookbook! And I
recommend it to my close friends who like to eat and prepare healthy meals.For beginner cooks, or those not
accustomed to cooking with clean/alternative elements (spelt flour, beet sauce, carob chips, adzuki coffee
beans, tofu) this will be very challenging. Eat Right for your bloodstream type recipes Great recipes for the
"O" bloodstream type!.. Some recipe titles mention ingredients that are not in the recipe! Excited and new to
the world of "diet" cookbooks, I bought this expecting recipes that have been centered around beneficial
foods for Type A, with neutrals no "avoids". I was shocked and dismayed to find them in many of the
quality recipes, and really no emphasis on the beneficials. Later on, I go through that the cookbooks were
written in order that families could use them to create dishes to satisfy members of different bloodstream
types. great quickly very good info. Great recipes, but a cookbook without index? The complete idea is to
avoid using those foods, because they are damaging to us.. It has made food shopping and food planning
much easier for me. There's a section for primary dishes, side dishes, snacks and drinks. Where's the index?
One soup recipe says to "add drinking water provide to boil and simmer," but never says how much water.
This manages that problem. Delicious but hard to find recipes with their ingredients It is fascinating to arrive
at the conclusion our blood types actually need different foods chemically to create for body balance. I may
write one. But shame on the publishers for not really editing it appropriately. I am cooking "alternatively"
for quite some time therefore it wasn't too big of a offer for me, individually, but I've read many reviews
stating otherwise. It's nothing at all anyone cannot tackle, given enough time and some analysis for better
understanding. These recipes are DELISH The recipes are so delish, but they take a lot of work to help to
make. Buy the staples and the maintenance of eating well. Don't try out this plan if you are short promptly.
You would need to really make all day and do a large amount of freezing. (An aside--like most meal
programs in cookbooks, I find that one pretty unattainable: just how many different dishes is the average



person going to have time to cook in one week? Also once you make the primary dish you still have side
dishes to make. I wish there is meals all planed out so pairing would be easier. The pictures are pretty
lackluster, therefore I'm not really raving about them, however the quality recipes themselves are solid.It is
also fascinating that not one person I have asked out of @50... and it worked out.. In many ways I came
across I tended over the last 45 yrs to essentially like what is best for me. Once I bought the right spices
enjoy making foods that are great and can help with weight loss. The books dishes are just privately of
creative to become delicious.. D'Adamo's theories are, I really believe, controversial, AND this book is
helpful for me as I seek to discover more new recipes for Type A bloodstream... Sometimes you have a slew
of squash and want a recipe for squas. No Index? ) I in fact loaned this reserve out just . This publication
makes absolute feeling to my own body feeling good. And some of the meals seem so indulgent in
comparison to how I was trying to check out the blood type diet by myself - especially the Herb-Crusted
Turkey Breasts, Stone-Fruit Salad, and Seafood Tacos. Is normally one downloadable therefore i can at least
tuck in back of book?. (The recipe for salmon is certainly wonderful!) I actually loaned this reserve out just
today to a pal who is understanding how to live with a new diagnosis.Other ideas for the following edition...
She's not said very much about it so I am uncertain if she appreciated it.I'm a huge supporter of Dr. Cook
book of health Lots of recipes and snack. Bought this book over this past year and never used it.but without
a back index it drives me personally wild. but it's nice to know I've some go-to healthful recipies that don't
break your budget. Different blood type cookbooks use essentially the same template. but it's all about
preference. I nevertheless, follow the meal recommendations to the "t" and I have dropped over 15 pounds
and feel much better. Diet is 80% and training is 20% of life style holistic switch/improvement. Grateful for
the info shared, easy go through. D'Adamo and all his research, so probably I'm a bit biased. How's that for a
diet. Poor editing actually reduces the product quality and usability of this book - especially for those who
are trying to eat and cook healthy for the first time. Sorry, but that's actually lame. I have found there
happens to be a co-relation to blood type and what my program can tolerate.. High hopes, let down
Disappointed. very great info. Enjoyed We purchased this cookbook for my sister. We bought two of the
books--the type O (my type) and type A (my spouse's). I would suggest that the publisher create a niche site
for people to survey such omissions/ typos. Then I bought the A reserve and was amazed to find that the two
books are virtually identical apart from ingredient substitutions. This, I think, gives a skewed notion of
what's suitable for each type: the sort O cookbook has even more grain-based quality recipes with cheese
(and vegetarian dishes) than you would expect and the type A book has even more meat-based recipes than I
acquired thought ideal for that types. Build the food plans with cost and efficiency in mind. But the tastes in
these foods are great. (The recipe for salmon is wonderful! This publication must have NO AVOID
INGREDIENTS IN IT. This makes it much harder to make use of, especially when one really wants to use a
specific beneficial ingredient. Four Superstars for Junky Photos This book contains a great amount of
recipes. Dr. Not worth it Didn’t really like any of these recipes unfortunately The print and the book size is
way small It is annoying to have such a dinky reserve and so hard to learn. Seems someone really wants to
make cash on a recent bucceessful book. Sad
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